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About the set of Obtainable Reference Trajectories for Linear Discrete time Systems
ABSTRACT
This paper gives insight in the question which trajectories can be tracked exactly,
respectively approximately in case the considered system has a linear structure.

I. Introduction
In conttol literature much attention is paid to the question of designing controllers which show a
prescribed behaviour (see e.g. Wonham [5], Scbumacher [4] or Kwakernaak [2]). However, before this
design question is posed. the question arises whether it is possible to achieve this desired behaviour.
In this paper we shall distinguish between two types of desired behaviour, namely tracking a desired
target path exactly during a certain time interval, and tracking a desired target path in the limit. The
trajectories that can be tracked in the limit are called admissible, while the trajectories that can be
tracked exactly will be called sttongly admissible.
The paper is organized as follows.

In section IT some definitions and results are stated which will be used in the rest of the paper. Section
ill answers then the question whether or not a given reference trajectory will be strongly admissible,
while in section IV the admissible trajectories are characterized. The paper ends with a section containing some final remarks and conclusions.

II Definitions and tools
In this section we give a precise definition of the concepts introduced in the first section. Furthermore
some results, which will be used in the rest of the paper, are stated.
Notation; y/t' will denote in the sequel a reference value for variable y at time i. A trajectory,
yt, Yk~l ,••.. , y,,*, will be abbreviated by y*[k,n], while the matrix product Ak+llAk+I!.-l-....A k will be
abbreviated by A (k+n,k). An infinite trajectory will be written shon as y [k ,.].
Definition 1: A reference trajectory y*[k,n] is called strongly admissible for the initial condition x if
the output of the system, y[k,n], equals y*[k,n]. Note that we do not require that n is finite in this
definition.
Definition 2: A reference trajectory y*[k ,.] is called admissible (in the large) if there exists a control
sequence u [k-l,.] such that IIYi - Yi*lI~ for i~.
The next item is to introduce the system we will be considering in this paper. We will assume that the
underlying system is described by the following linear discrete time recurrence equation:

~:

Xk+l

= A"xj: + Bku" + G"d,,;

y"

=

Ckx"

Xo=Xo

·2Here X,I: is the state of the system,
output at time k.

U,I:

the applied conttol.

d,l: an exogenous noise variable, and Y,I: the

Now that we have defined the concepts. inttoduced in the first section. and the system we want to
investigate, we shall proceed by giving two lemma's which will be used in the forthcoming sections.
Lemma 1:
Let

lA,l:n ~ M for all k. and let {e,l:} satisfy
e,l:+l

= A,l:e,l: + \/,1:

•

Then e,l: ~ implies v ~O.
Lemma 2:
Let B be an n Xm matrix.
Then the equation B u

=y

is solvable if and only if rank (B I y] = rank (B].

Moreover the solution will be uniquely determined if and only if rank [B J = m.
The solution is then given by u = (B T B

r 1 B TY .

In case matrix B is not full column rank there always exists a transformation S in the input space U
such that BS equals [B' I 0], where now matrix B' is full column rank. So it is clear that in this case
0
there exist infinite many solutions to the problem.

m. The strongly admissible reference trajectories
In this section we shall give a characterization of the strongly admissible reference trajectories for the
linear discrete time system t. We shall start this section however with a discussion of some related
problems.
A first remark in this context is that. if the input should describe some desired behaviour u'" [k ,It], the
strongly admissible reference trajectory for the output, y*[k+l,n+l], is then of course fixed by this
desired control sequence. We shall state this observation in a proposition.
Proposition 1:
If the to be applied control in t is described by u*[k,n], then there exists only one sttongly admissible
reference trajectory. which is described by:
Xi+l

= Ajxj + Bi"-i* + Gjdj ;

Yi =

CiXj.

X,I:

=Xk

i = k, ... ,n

o
The second related problem which we want to glance at is the problem of output controllability. In this
problem one is interested in the answer to the question whether it is possible to achieve any output in
the future by an appropriate choice of the input variables starting from some initial state xo. The solution is summarized in proposition 2.
Prgposition 2:
For any initial state xoe lR" and for any desired output y*e lR Y there exists a time t and a conttol
sequence U [O,t-l] such that Yt = y* if and only if rank [CB I ..... , CA ,,-IB J = r.
0
The proof of this proposition is straightforward.
After these inttoductionary problems, we arrive now at the main part of this section, namely the characterization of the sttongly admissible reference trajectories.

-3Of course these trajectories are totally characterized by L. To stress this fact, we shall formulate it in a
proposition. Since for practical reasons it may be more convenient to have an input/output - rather than
a state space description for the strongly admissible reference trajectories, we shall give this equivalent
form of the trajectory too.
Proposition 3:
A reference trajectory y*[k+l,n+l] is strongly admissible if and only if it is for some u*[k,n] generated as follows:
Yj*

= CjXj*

litl = AiXi*

+ B,uj* + Gjdj *; x,,* = x"

Proof:
The sufficiency of the condition is trivial. That the condition is also necessary is seen by the following
reasoning.
We know that

X,+l

= Aix,

+ B j /li + Gidj ; x"

= Xi:

Yi = C,Xi
So the following equations hold too for random Y;* :
Xj+l

=AjXi + Bi/li + Gjd x"=x,,

Yj - y,*

j ;

= CjXj

- Y;*

Now consider time k + 1. Since Y"'*+l is strongly admissible, we have that YA:+1 - Y"'*+l has to be zero. So
Y""*+l =Ck+1Xk+l for some Xk+l generated by the system.
Since Xk+l =A"x" + B" u" + G1cdk' we can conclude now that there exists a u..* such that X1c+l = Xk+l .
By induction it is then easily verified that the relation as stated above holds.
Proposition 4:
Define the following matrices:
Ck+lA(k,k)

W,,=

, and
C"+IIA(k+N-l.k

XA:,"+II(E j )

= [C"+N+IA(k+N,k)E..

I ...... I C"+N+IE"+N]Ck+lB"

- CA:+N+IA(k+N ,k)

(WIwk)-l wI

:

[CA:+NA (k+N -l,k+ 1)8A:

Assume that there exists an integer N such that for any k matrix WA: is full row rank.
Then the following input/output relation holds for 1: :

0
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frQQf;.
By induction it is not difficult to prove that Xj-t-l equals
j

A(i,k)Xt

+

1: [A(i,j){Bj_1uj_l + Gj-ldj_dl + Bjuj + Gjdj
j=k+l

So

Y'+I--C, +IA (i ,k )x,--C, +1 [A (i ,k +l)G, I
=

C'+I[A(i,k+l)B, I

... I B;l [:

... I Gd [::

1=

1

0··· 0

Since by assumption matrix Wt is left invertible, we can write the state of the system. Xt, now as a
function of y(k+l,k+N], u[k,k+N-IJ and d[k,k+N-IJ.
Substitution of this expression into the equation for Yt+N-t-l yields then, after reordening some terms and
[l
using the definition of Xt,k+N(E j ), the input/output relation as stated in the proposition.
In the foregoing we gave necessary and sufficient conditions how a reference trajectory has to be gen-

erated in order to be strongly admissible. In practical situations however these conditions are not very
handsome. Therefore it would be nice if we had a criterium, from which we can conclude strong admissibility of a trajectory immediately.
This is the subject of the next theorem.
TheQrem I:
A reference trajectory y*[k+l,k+N+l] is strongly admissible if and only if

rent
where Zj

[C'~+I:::: ,k~, ... :'~+~B'~

=Yi+l -

":+11 =rent

j

Cj+1A (i

,k )Xt

- C i -t-l

1: A (i ,j) Gj-ldj _1 j=k+l

Cj-t-lGj d j

•

[C'~+I:::::' k~.

0··· 0
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i

From proposition 4 we have that Zj

= Cj+tf :E

A (i,j)Bj_1uj_l +Bjud.

j==k+l

From this identity it follows that a reference trajectory y*[k+l,k+N+l] is strongly admissible if and
only if the following set of equations possesses a solution:
%1:

= CI:+1B I:"1:
I:+N

ZI:+N+l

=CI:+N+l (:E

A (k+N ,j)Bj - 1"j-l + BI:+Nul:+N}

j==k+l

This is the case if and only if the rank equality as stated above in the theorem holds (see lemma 2).

0

Now the question can be posed under which conditions any reference trajectory will be strongly admissible. Simple reasoning immediately gives rise to the supposition that this will be the case if it is at any
point in time possible to steer the output completely in one timestep. This is the subject of the following corollary.
Corollary 1;
Any reference trajectory is strongly admissible if and only if matrix Ci+1Bi is full rank at any point in
time.
Proof:
From the proof of theorem 1 it follows that any reference trajectory will be admissible if and only if
matrix

is full row rank.

But this implies that at least matrix CI:+1BI: has to be full row rank.
Since the rank of a matrix does not change if we subtract or add rows it is obvious that the rank of H
is equal to the rank of matrix

0......0
H'~

o

CI:+N+IA (k+N ,k+l)Bl:+l

... CK+N+IBI:+N

We can now proceed in the same way, and by induction it is seen that matrix H will be full row rank if
and only if all matrices Ci +1B; i = k, ... ,k+N are full row rank.
That this condition is also sufficient is trivial.

0

We conclude this section by noting that the condition that matrix Ch1BI: has to be full row rank is
satisfied only if the number of inputs is equal to or exceeds the number of outputs. This is due to the
fact that always the rank inequality rank (CB) S; min (rank C, rank B ) holds. In economic literature
this is known as the Tinbergen condition.
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IV. 'Fhe;admissible (in the large) reference trajectories
In the previous section we derived a criterion to check whether a certain reference. trajectory could be
tracked exactly or nol
Moreover an exact characterisation was given how a reference trajectory has. to be ~nerated in order to
be strongly admissible.
We' shall now treat the problem of tracking a. reference trajectory "in the end". To tackle this problem.
we shall assume that the input is chosen asa mixture of static/dynamic,. state/output feedback.
That is:

where
W"+l

=Mle Wle + NIc~"

Z"+1 = Plez" + QleY"
Then, for random U.1c*' Uk,*-I. Wk,~l' w,,*.Zk,~l ,zt.X"~I'Xk,* .y,,* 'YI:*-1' the following closed loop system
results:

o0

-Ble 0
0/0 0
0
001 0 ~
000 I -DIt;
000 0
I
I

A" 0 0
Nle Mle 0
e"+l = 0 0 Pit;
PIc G" M"
0 0
CI:

0
0
0
0

tic

+

0

Alexlt;* + B"u,,* + G"d,r.*
X"~l
Ml:wlt;* + N"x,,*
W"~l
P"z,,'" + Q"yt
Z"~l
Flr.x,,'" + Elewt + Hlezt + D"dlt;'" + g"
y,,'"
c"xt

-

= (XI:+l -x,,"'+dT , (Wk+l - w""'+ll. (ZI:+1 - ZI:~dT. (11." - ult;*l. (Yl: - YI:*ll
This error equation can be rewritten as t"+l = A"el: + v" . From this equation it is clear that the error e"
where el+l

converges to zero if and only if VI: is such that it stabilizes this system. Though this criterium is rather
vague, it characterizes exact what properties the reference trajectory should satisfy in order to be admissible. To give some more insight in the properties of an admissible trajectory the next theorem. which
immediately results from lemma 2, is stated.
Theorem 2
In order to be admissible a reference trajectory has to be generated as follows:

X""'+1 = A"x,,'" + Bl:u,,* + G"dl: + VI:.1
y,,* = C"x,,* + v".2
with

VI:;-X)

when k tends to infinity.

o

Note that this condition is,aiso sufficient if the input is chosen such that the closed loop system is stabilized.

Using proposition 4, theorem 2 can be reformulated in the following way:

- 7-

a necessary condition for a refererwe trajectory to be admissible is that it is generated in the limit by
the 'same 'input/outpUt; recurrence relation.
We will prooeed now with giving, an example of how theorem 2 might be applicated in practice.
In: En~erda [ ], the infinite time quadratic tracking problem was solved under some conditions. As a
spiWial case the following problem· was .treated:
N-l

1:. {{yj; -

min lim
.II~.)

N_ k=O

Yj;*)T Q. {yj; - Yj;*)T + (Uk - Uk*)T R (Uj; - Uj;*)} +(YN - y~"l Q (YN - yJ) •

where· Q and R are positive definite symmetric matrices and
yj;+l = AYk' + BUj; + Gdj;.
The optimal solution to this problem' turned out to be
l
T
Uj'" = -(R + BTKBr BT (KAy; +KGd - h + - B(B B
i

i 1

Yhi

is given by the system equation

r 1 Rut)

,

where K
is the positive definite solution of the Algebraic Riccati
K = A T(K - KB (R + B TKB 1 B T K} A + Q. and hi is given by the recurrence equation

r

...

Equation

hl = 1:{(A-BH)Tr1{QYk*- (RHl Uk* - (A-BHl KHdj;)

hi +1 = {(A~Hl}-l{~ - Qy/" + (RHl Ui*} + KGdt
Here H denotes the matrix (R +B T KB

rl B T KA .

In this paper it was proved that this control stabilizes the closed loop system. So. application of theorem
2 yields now that the error [(yj; - yj;*l. (Uk - ul)] converges to zero if and only if the following vector converges to zero when k te~ds to infinity:

r

\11:1]
[Vj;2 ~

Ayj;* + BUj;* + Gdj; - y{'+l

l(R + B TKB rl B T [hk+l

Now substitution of Vl:1 into Vj;Z yields:
T
l
Vk2 = -(R + B KBr BT (KY{'+l -

-

KAYk* -

KGdj; + B (B T B r 1RUk*] -

]

Uk*

hk+l - Vkl)

So that we can conclude that Vu converges to zero if and only if BT(Kyt+'l - hk +1) converges to zero.
Summarizing. we have the following result:
Result:
A reference trajectory is admissible in the infinite time quadratic tracking problem if and only if the following two conditions hold for the reference trajectory:
i)

Yk~l

ii)

B T (Kyt+l

-

Ayt - But - Gdk -4J when
-

hk+1)

"-+00

-+ 0 when k -+- .

o
We shall conclude this section by giving a geometric property of the set of admissible reference trajectories.
Therefore, for the moment, assume that the system 1: 'has no exogenous noise component, i.e. G

= O.

As was shown at the beginning of this section, a reference trajectory is admissible if and only if ek is
stabilized by v [k ••] in the linear system ej+l =Aj ej + Vi • Using this equivalence , it is now not difficult
to show that the set of admissible reference trajectories form a linear subspace.

Furthermore we observe, by considering the following example, that this subspace is not closed in the
topology of pointwise convergence:

-8ek+l,ll =2 et,ll + Vt',II.withVt,ll =-( n'/(II-1) )et,ll
eo,ll

=1

.

For this example it is easily verified that for any n the pair (eo,ll'v,,[O,.]) is admissible, while the pair
(e o..... v.... [O~.]) does not possess this property.
So the set of admissible reference trajectories is, in case G = 0, a linear subspace that is not closed.
Now YI;+1 - Yt'*+l equals, for any Gtdt.Yl+l + Gldt - Gl;dt - YI;'*+I' So, if y*[k •• ] is an admissible
reference trajectory for the system without.exogenous noise. then (y* + Gd)[k ,.] is an admissible trajectory for the system when an exogenous component, Glcdklc , is present. On the other hand it is by the
same reasoning seen, that if a trajectory y*[k ,.J is admissible for the system with noise, then
(y* - Gd)[k ,.] is admissible for the system without. noise. Therefore we can conclude now that the set
of admissible trajectories consists of the linear subspace of admissible reference trajectories for the system without noise, shifted by
exogenous noise trajectory. We will formulate this result in a theorem.

me

Theorem 3
The set of admissible reference trajectories is a linear variety of the set of all functions from IN ~ 1R" ,
which is not closed in general in the topology of pointwise convergence.
V. Conclusions

In this paper a rank condition is given for checking the slrong admissibility of a reference path. It was
shown that a reference trajectory must evolve similar to the system in order to be strong admissible.
This evaluation condition proved to be extendable to admissibility (in the large) of a reference trajectory. In this case, however, we had to assume that the input obeyed some feedback law.
Moreover the condition proved to be only necessary for this trajectory property. When the closed loop
system is stabilized by the feedback law, the condition proved to be also sufficient.

A last result obtained is that the set of admissible reference trajectories is a linear subspace, which is in
general not closed in the topology of pointwise convergence.
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